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Possible
Restroom
Layout

Unisex Restrooms and Showers

G

You may wish to consider unisex showers or a building
with a series of individualized restrooms. Today's society
has different ideas than those of yesteryear. Some couples like to shower together, mothers may need to assist
their small sons, or a handicapped partner may need assistance. The use of unisex showers or the family
restroom compartments can accommodate those who wish
or need to be in a shower or restroom area together.
Again, local building officials should be contacted regarding what is allowed or not allowed. Their use can reduce
the total number required and, therefore, the overall construction cost.

ENTRY
NO SCALE

c

Separate restroom for Men and Women with Unisex Shower Area
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interesting for the purposes of this book. 11.8% of the
complaints were about poor campground maintenance.
Crowded sites and poor roads in the park both pulled
2.4% of the complaints.
As indicated above, RVers and campers register more

complaints about the condition and maintenance of
restroom facilities in parks than any other one thing. It is
also important to remember that this is not a family bathroom at home. It will be used hundreds of times for every
single time the family bathroom at home is used. Wear
and tear will occur rapidly.
While Fiberglas or masonite shower stalls are used in
many current parks, maintenance and replacement needs
is also apparent in many of them. The preference for tiled
facilities among RVers cannot be ignored. High-density
polyethylene solid plastic shower stalls and toilet partitions are also available. (See Appendix C.)

It is recommended that commercial fixtures be use in the
restrooms and not those intended for home use. While
the initial cost will be more, they will be the most economical over the years.

c
Coin operated
showers?
Probably a
no-no

c

Many campers see coin-operated showers as another addon to our pricing and simply an effort to ding them for
every dime that can be gotten. The provision of certain
accommodations is a part of the RV park and resort business. Yes, shower water and its heating costs money and
some guests take longer than necessary showers. However, it appears that in an effort to solve this problem we
may just be creating significant irritation with our guests.
Flow control showerheads and other devices can assist
with this problem, if it is that J>ig of an issue.

Be sure there are ample
floor drains planned. Too
many flood drains are far
better than too few. Consideration should be given to
the placement of a floor drain
in each shower dressing area
as well as in the shower itself. Don't make the mistake
shown here. It can never be
corrected.
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the building look unclean and unkempt. The same is true of
screened gable ends.
• Last of all, do not be "penny wise and pound foolish" in
designing or building these facilities.

Repeated here for emphasis. In choosing the location
for this as well all other facilities of common use within
the park, be sure to design walkways through all sections
of sites to eliminate the necessity of cutting through individual sites to reach them. Requiring guests to cut
through sites or walk down and around roadways to reach
an area of common use shows a lack of proper design.
While this may be the situation in many existing parks,
it is unacceptable in today's market.

0

There does not appear to be any standard distance that
RVers are willing to walk to restrooms and laundry.
While some jurisdictions may have requirements, it would
appear that a reasonable distance might be a maximum of
a 300 or 400 feet radius. The final determination of this
must be left up to you and your park design. One thing is
for sure. If your restrooms or other facilities are too far
from the sites or too few in number, it will affect your occupancy.

Laundry Facilities
Information I have received indicates that one washer
and one dryer for each 22 sites is appropriate in most instances, unless you intend for the laundry to be open to
other than park guests. This is an issue that will need to
be decided on the basis of each location and its surroundings. Some parks find allowing other than park guests to
use the facility is profitable and results in increased revenue in both the laundry and store.
If you allow other than park guests to use the laundry,
you will probably want to prevent them from access to the
restrooms. More and more parks are finding the use of
keyless locks advantageous.
The best location for the laundry is probably with the
restroom facilities. The decision as to having a larger
laundry in the central building or several smaller facilities with outlying restrooms is left to your discretion.
There are probably pros and cons to both approaches.

0
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other soft material under the swing sets, provided it is
well maintained.
To avoid potential injury claims, it is suggest that you
seek input from equipment manufactures, loss prevention
experts, or other professional with knowledge of this area.

Waste Management
There are different philosophies regarding the best way to
handle the park's trash. Some parks have the guests put
their trash in special bags supplied by the park and leave
it on the site to be picked up by park personnel. Others
have guests deposit their trash in marked areas to later
be serviced by park personnel. Some provide trash dumpsters at various locations throughout the park and have a
local waste firm service those dumpsters on a weekly or
biweekly basis.
The reason most cited for having park personnel involved
in collection of trash is that it keeps the heavy waste collecting trucks off of the park's roadways and provides for
more guest comfort, since these trucks often arrive in the
early morning hours. When this method is used, it is
sometimes possible to have the area where the trash is
taken by park personnel located in an area at the edge of
the park where the disposal company trucks can access it
without going through the park at all. If this approach
can be used, it may be advantageous to consider installing
trash compactors in that area. This often reduces disposal company fees.

c
No two alike

An indisputable fact of this industry is that no two parks
are alike and that no two park owners have the same philosophy of management. Therefore, the final decision as
to how you will handle this issue must be left up to you.
In smaller parks where only a few dumpsters are required, they should be placed in convenient locations
throughout the park. Lids should always be kept closed.
If they are not, cats or other critters frequent them. They
should be in screened areas with concrete pads.

c

Effort should be made to locate dumpsters in areas where
the noise of early arriving trucks will result in the least
disruption of the guests' sleep. I would suggest that park
management personnel contact the company to determine
what days and hours their service is available. Depending upon the park's location in relation to the company's
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VIII. Other Amenities
Most parks will find it necessary to supply amenities besides those discussed in the previous chapter. Choosing
which of the seemingly endless list of possibilities to supply can cause stress as well as headaches and ulcers.
New amenities not normally seen in most existing RV
parks and resorts are being included in modem parks.
Some newer parks have indoor swimming pools, saunas,
tennis courts, full scale restaurants with bars, adult
lounges, larger areas for indoor recreation, small water
parks, and large multipurpose rooms. These are added
because of the unique locations of the facilities and their
individual markets to expand the season, to produce increased revenue, or simply to get a hand up on the competition.

c

Must respond
to consumer
desires

RV parks and resorts must respond to consumers' desires
and demands, just as the manufacturers of recreational
vehicles keep adding to the amenities of each year's models in an effort to respond to consumer desires. This is not
unique to the RV industry; it is true in all businesses.
When we plan an RV park or resort, we naturally want it
to succeed. The thought of missing an important amenity
haunts all of us. After all, much is at stake, including not
only our egos but also our financial future.
The type and location of the development being planned
will possibly help you decide. Your park or resort must be
designed to meet the needs of your market.
It is important that you seek to determine your market
early on in the planning stage. And do not forget to build
and plan for flexibility and the future. You may wish to
design for maximum amenity locations marking certain of
them future tennis courts, etc.
The first of the amenities listed below should be included
in most parks being planned for the 21st century.

Swimming Pool, Spa, Sauna

c

If the location is on a lake or river, a pool is probably not
mandatory. Some parks that do have water-oriented locations provide pools anyway, since many prefer the guaranteed cleanliness of a pool to the unknown ingredients
contained in some rivers and lakes. Also, the location
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The alternative is to design the buildings and park so that
they can be economically added to. If you use this approach, then be sure that the building is not only expandable but that land is reserved to do so. This is mentioned
only because I have seen this scenario happen - the building was expandable but no room was left to do so.
If all facilities are contained in one building, then considerable square footage will be required. It should be kept
in mind that the larger the building the more likely fire
suppression sprinkling systems will be required. It is my
opinion that parks properly designed for the 21st century
will have a number of activities and, depending upon the
size of the park, will employ at least a part-time activities
director or coordinator.
Depending upon the size, type and clientele that is anticipated, it is wise to include some type of multipurpose
room or building. In smaller parks (up to 200 sites), this
building may be located in conjunction with the registration area and contain the store, possibly a large meeting
room, TV room, library and exercise room. It might also
feature an enclosed pool, spa and sauna.

0

In some parks several of these facilities may be located
away from the main registration area. This is determined
by the amount of supervision required for each of the activities contained in the building. Since the video game
room and billiards require the most supervision, they
probably should be located with the store and registration
area.
It is believed that clustering the facilities in one location
in the center of the park is the preferred design. This arrangement provides for better management of staff and
keeps them near to respond to emergencies.
Game rooms
must have
supervision

c

Game rooms and arcades can and should add to the park's
income and profits. You may either have a local supplier
furnish these machines on some type of share basis or
purchase them. This decision will probably be determined
by whether or not you have an employee with the ability
to service and repair them. Regardless of your choice, this
facility MUST have supervision to control rowdiness.
Change must also be readily available.
Should it be necessary to locate some of the various activities in another building that is more centrally located for
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time to rebook, the main thing in some of their minds may
be that they didn't have a good time at XYZ park.
Depending on your area, the club business can be very
lucrative. Like all other aspects of the industry, if you
want this business, you must provide the facilities for it.
When we owned our park, we had two clubhouses - one
larger and one smaller. We booked no more than two
clubs at a time. We gave the clubhouse keys to the wagon
master upon his arrival with the understanding that he
was responsible for securing the building when the club ·
was done with it. During their stay, the facility was exclusively for their use and enjoyment.
Plan
according to
your market

You will need to decide, based on a market study of the
area in which you propose your park, if you should have
one or more club meeting facilities.
Most parks will find RV meeting rooms advantageous.
RV parks/resorts are not only accommodations for RVers
but are finding that they are increasingly in the entertainment business as welL The most successful and profitable park of the future will be destination facilities. The
ability to offer entertainment and group activities will be
the key to that success. This type of operation simply requires enclosed meeting rooms or pavilions.

c
Make it
functional

In designing the park's buildings, the primary concerns
should be functionality, guest convenience, and ease of
maintenance. While the buildings should be attractive,
they do not need to be extravagant.
Remember, today's RVing public is value conscious. To
unnecessarily increase the cost of our site rental by
overdoing building design is unwise.
On the following pages are photos of 3 different parks.
Notes on the top of each page describes my reaction to
them.
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The following pictures show another existing multipurpose building which the owner indicated cost less than
$12.00 per square foot total materials cost (not labor).
While some enhancement of the exterior would be possible, the building is beautifully decorated inside and contains a large bar and gaming area with dance floor, full
kitchen area, office, billiards room, and registration area.

0

Lobby and
Registration Center

Partial View of Bar
and Dance Floor

Billiard
Room
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Maintenance Area
The location of the maintenance area will be determined
by the developer's preference. Wherever it is placed, the
area should be as secluded as possible. Generally, main~
tenance areas tend to become unsightly, at least at times.
The aesthetics of the park is important to guests' overall
impression of its character.
In some parks it is near the main store/registration build~
ing, while in others it is in an outlying area. The size of
the building will be somewhat dictated by the number of
sites in the park.

Hide it!
It's probably
not beautiful

0

No matter its location or size, the maintenance building
should be well planned for in the original design of the
park. It should be fenced to prohibit vandalism and be
screened from the park itself. If the park is large and
owns large pieces of equipment (such as backhoes and
trucks), the building should be large enough to accommo~
date the enclosure of those items. To leave those items
exposed to the elements of weather increases maintenance costs and speeds the deterioration of their appear~
ance. The maintenance building should also provide a
well-organized and stocked maintenance and shop.
Depending upon local climate, consider heat and air con~
ditioning in the shop area of the building. It should be
well lighted and ventilated, as well as possibly have a
restroom and lunch area, drinking water, etc. Your main~
tenance employees must feel planned for too.
Many developers will be shocked at the numerous tools
and supplies necessary to satisfactorily operate and main~
tain an RV park or resort. They will also be shocked at
the startup cost of the stocking of this building.
This area should be well stocked from the beginning with
at least small amounts of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

plastic water pipe and fittings in all sizes
sewer pipe fittings
sewer inlet caps
electrical circuit breakers
replacement electrical receptacles for the pedestals (all
appropriate sizes)
• water shutoff valves
• hose bibs
• light bulbs
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located in an area that is away from buildings yet accessible to a roadway to allow the servicing of motorhomes
with permanently mounted tanks. Requirements will
probably vary for different areas of the country. It is suggested that assistance with this be sought from your local
propane source.
Get proper
training

The company that you choose as your vendor will also be
able to assist you with proper training for your staff. It
will be important to have more than one staff member
trained in safety and proper dispensing to be on duty
during normal hours of operation.
If for some reason you decide not to provide facility, you
may wish to at least consider providing the pre-filled exchange cylinders that have recently become available.
However, these are normally only available in a 5 gallon
size. Many units use the larger bottles. This approach
still leaves those guests and motorhomes without service.
I mention it here only as a last resort; it is not my recommendation.

0

RV Storage Area
Depending upon the type and location of your park, providing storage for guests can be a significant source of income. Your frequent guests may be delighted to leave
their trailer or even motorhome with you and simply drive
A convenience
their
auto back and forth. They may have difficulty storto some
ing it close to their residence or they may just find it convenient to leave it with you. If they live in a metropolitan
area, there is a good chance that ordinances dictate that
they not park it on their lot or street.
For a fee, some parks even offer to move units to and from
storage for them upon receiving proper notification of
their time of arrival.
If you decide to provide this added convenience, the area
should be fenced and security should be provided. Check
with you insurance provider regarding your liability for
this type of service.
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Recreational Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA)
1896 Preston White Drive - Reston, VA 20195, (703) 620-6003
www.rvia.com

RVIA is the association for the manufacturers ofRVs. They have information regarding the number ofRVs manufactured.

Woodall's
2575 Vista Del Mar Drive, Ventura, CA 93001, (800) 323-9076
Publishers of Woodall's Campground Management- The Business
Resource for Operating RV Parks, Resorts and Campgrounds
Published monthly.

0
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Appendix C

Suppliers of Material That May Be of Assistance
In the original printing of this book, we listed many suppliers of materials and services that were taken from the
Annual Buyer's Guide Issue of Woodall's Campground
Management. Realizing that businesses come and go and
that addresses often change during the time this book is
used, we now suggest that you contact the following for a
current copy of their Buyer's Guide:
National Association of RV Parks & Campgrounds (ARVC)
8605 Westwood Center Drive #210- Vienna, VA 22182-2231
(703) 734-3000 FAX (703) 734-3004

Woodall's
2575 Vista Del Mar Drive- Ventura, CA 93001, (800) 323-9076

0

Publishers of Woodall's Campground Management - The
Business Resource for Operating RV Parks, Resorts and Campgrounds
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MISSOURI

RHODE ISLAND

Missouri Health Department
Bureau of Sanitation
P 0 Box 570
Jefferson City, MO 65102
(314) 751-6400

Rhode Island State Department of Health
3 Capitol Hill
Providence, AI 02908
(401) 277· 2231

MONTANA

South Carolina State Department of Health
2600 Bull Street
Colombia, SC 29201
(803) 734-5000

SOUTH CAROLINA

Montana Dept of Health and
Environment Science
Cogwells Building
Helena, MT 59620
(406) 444-2544

SOUTH DAKOTA
South Dakota Department of Health
523 East Capitol
Pierre, SO 57501
(605) 773-3361

NEVADA
Nevada Health Department
505 S King Street
Carson City, NV 89710
(702) 684-4740

TENNESSEE
Tennessee Public Health Food and
General Sanitation
150 9th Avenue N
Marshall, TN 37219
(615) 741·3824

NEW HAMPSHIRE
New Hampshire Public Health
6 Hazen Drive
Concord, NH 03301
(603) 271-4685

TEXAS

NEW JERSEY

0

Texas Department of Health
1100 West 49th Street
Austin, TX 78756
(512) 458·7111

New Jersey State Health Department
John Sitch Plaza
Trenton, NJ 08625
(609) 292· 2121

UTAH

NEW YORK

State of Utah Department of Health
610 South 200 East
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
(80 1) 534-4653

New York Health Department
Corning Tower Building, Empire State Plaza
Albany, NY 12237
(518) 474·2121

VERMONT

NORTH DAKOTA

Vermont Health Department
Agency of Environment Conservation
324 North Main Street
Barre, VT 05641
(802) 479-3621

North Dakota State Department of Health
CONF. LABS-Consumer Protection
P 0 Box 937
Bismarck, NO 58502
(701) 224-2392

VIRGINIA
Virginia State Board of health
160 1 Rolling Hills Drive
Richmond, VA 23229
(804) 786-2134

OHIO
Ohio State Health Department
246 North High Street
Columbus, OH 43266
(614) 466-1450

WISCONSIN
Wisconsin Health Department
Division of Management Services
1 West Wilson • Room 669
Madison, WI 53707
(6081 266· 1865

OREGON
Oregon Health Division
P 0 Box 231
Portland, OR 97207
(503) 229-5806

WYOMING
Wyoming Department of Health
2000 • 300 Capitol Avenue
Cheyenne, WY 82002
(307) 777-7656

PENNSYLVANIA

c

Pennsylvania State Department of
Environmental Health
P 0 Box 2063
Harrisburg, PA 17105
1717) 787-5027
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Services Provided by Imler Consulting & Publishing, Inc.
Feasibility Studies
It is our conviction that there is a glaring need for 21st century
RV parks and resorts. Many existing parks are tired and lack
the features desired by todays campers and RVers. We are
also convinced that the years ahead will see fewer parks developed. Those that are will either be more strategically located
in areas that provide opportunities for activities and points of
interest to tourists or have a variety of activities within the
confines of the park perimeters itself.

Careful analysis must be made of the market need and potential. Though an RV park may be built in many places, there
are many factors involved in developing a successful RV park.
With the cost of building parks, we think it is unwise to do so
without obtaining a full Feasibility Study of a project by someone knowledgeable as to the many and varied aspects of the industry.

c

This study includes recommended number of sites, site pricing
and amenities, demographics of the market; competitive information; market definition and demand; and occupancy as well
as income and expense projections on a month-to-month basis
for the first 5 years of operation.

Plot Design for New Parks or for Expansion
Adequate site size; variety of sizes; type of sites; proper traffic
flow; proper location of utilities; number, type and location of
amenities; and the entrance are all important ingredients to a
successful park. They must also be designed for guest convenience and provide the range of facilities that appeal to todays
modern RV owner.
We have the experience to provide you with the right answers
and can provide a CAD drawn plot for your engineer. One of
our associate is a California Licensed Architect.

Park Inspections for Buyers
Over the years, John has seen numerous individuals buy parks
who later found out that what they had purchased was not
what they thought they were buying. Finding yourself in such
a situation can result in not only heartbreak and devastated
dreams but also in financial ruin. We know what to look for to
protect your investment.

0
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Appendix F

Directory Rating Sheets
Trailer Life- Good Sam's .......................................... ll0-112
Woodall's .................................................................... 113-132
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A FULL POINT SHOULD BE AWARDED IN A CA TEGOAY ONLY IF THE AMENITY
IS OUTSTANDING. IF NOT BEST IN EACH CATEGORY. RATE DOWN 112 POINT.

RESTROOMS & SHOWERS

1/2 POINT

0 POINTS

0

•

CLEANLINESS

TOILETS:
-

1 POINT

Cleaning required on interior and
exterior.

· - - SHOWERS:

Unacceptable amount of mildew, soap
buildup on floors. walls, around drains
or shower curtains ..

Clean intenor and tully operational but
some cleaning is required on the exterior
pedestal.

~peralional .

Clean but has some mildew, soap
buildup on noors, walls, around drains or
shower curtains.

Clean and free from mildew & soap
buildup on noors, walls, around drains
and shower curtains.

Clean but has some mildew, dirt, litter or
insects. Some blistering or peeling painl
Surface in fair condition.

Clean and free from mildew, dirt, litter
& insects. Surface in good condition.

Clean but has some mildew, graHiti or
webs on walls, ceilings, vents, dividers, or
window sills.

Clean and free from mildew, graffiti or
webs on walls, ceilings, vents,
dividers, and window sills.

Clean (interior and exterior) and fully
No cracked toilet seats.

• _FLOORS:
Unacceptable amount of mildew, dirt,
litter or insects. Has large holes or
cracks.

• _ _ WALLS:
Unacceptable amount of mildew, gralfi·
ti or webs on walls, ceilings, vents,
dividers, or window sills.

• - - SINKS/COUNTERS/MIRRORS/HARDWARE:
Unacceptable amount of mildew
or soap buildup. Nonfunctional mirrors.

Clean but has some mildew or soap
• buildup. Functional mirrors but requires
cleaning.

Clean and rree rrom mildew
and soap buildup. Clean functional
mirrors.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

A._ _ INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION:
No privacy. Incomplete construction on
interior walls and ceilings, and open
stalls. Non-professional utility installa·
lion. Semi-enclosed restroom.

Privacy in toilets and shower areas. No
dressing rooms. Concrete block or painted walls. Bare concrete, painted or carpeted Hoors. Painted partitions for shower
walls. AU utilities safely constructed.
maintained. Fully enclosed restroom.

Privacy in toilets, showers and dressIng rooms~ Clothes hooks or seating.
FLOORS: Ceramic tile (no missing
tiles). vinyl floor covering or epoxy
painted (uniform in appearance with
no peeling or wom areas).
WAllS: Ceramic tile, Formica or fiberglass (wainscot height OK).
SHOWERS: Ceramic tile, fiberglass.
Marblelite or Formica.
COUNTERS: Ceramic tile, Formica,
Corian or Marblelite.
Hardware, fixtures & construction of
professional quality & well maintained.

Toilet paper, but no hand drying materials. Some form of trash disposal.
Minimum open air venting that is sufficient to keep room odor free.

Hand drying materials and all paper
products in proper supply. Clean and
adequate trash disposal. Forced air
(power) venting sufficient to keep
room odor free.

wen
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A._ SUPPUES/ODOR FREE:
No paper products or trash disposal.
No venting.

A. _ _ AMOUNT OF FACILITIES (Men & Women):
One toilet and one shower for entire
park.
MAIN
MEN
WOMEN

SATEWTE
WOMEN
MEH

TOILETS

Minimum of two toilets and two showers
each for both men and women for entire
park. {25 sites or less: women, 2 toHets/
2 showers: men, 1 toilet, 1 urinal &
2 showers.)

Three or more t2i!m and showers for
men and three or more toilets and
showers for women.

SHOWERS
PARKS Wf!H 100% FULL HOOKUPS
One toilet and one shower for entire
park.

Minimum of one toilet and one shower
each for both men and women for entire
park.

Two or more ~ and showers for
men and two or more toilets and
showers for women.

A. _ _ EXTERIOR APPEARANCE AND LOCATION TO PARK SPACES:
Home-made construction. Not in
a convenient location to RV sites.
Buildings require major repair or
painting.

c

A. _ _ INTERIOR APPEARANCE:
Needs remodeling or overall repair.
Excessive pitting/rusting of hardware/
fixtures or chipping/cracking of sinks/
toilets. Poor lighting.

Safely and semi-professionally construct·
ed. SO% of sites within 500'. Buildings
require minor repair or painting. have an
overall "worn• {less than new) appearance.

Safely/semi-professionally constructed (skirting required if otf ground).
50% of sites within 250'. Buildings
painted. in good repair, overaU •new"
appearance. No excessive webs.

Has an overall "worn• (less than new)
appearance. Vertical iron water stains.
minor pitting/rusting of hardware/fixtures
or chipping/cracking of sinks/toilets.
Adequate lighting.

Has an overall •new• appearance.
No iron water stains, non-pitted and
rust-free hardware/fixtures and crack·
free and chip-free sinks/toilets. Well
lighted.

_TOTAL RATING
MUST HAVE 1 POINT IN THESE AREAS •. 1/2 POINT IN THESE AREAS A AND 7 1/2 POINTS OVERAll TO OUAUFY FOR GOOO SAMPARK MEMBERSHIP.

0

An Explanation of WOODALL'S Ratlng System
for
RV Pam & Campground

Owners and Managers

0

c

For over 60 years, RVers and campers across Nonh America have looked to WOODALL'S as their guide to
selecting an RV camping facility to suit their needs.
The backbone of WOODALL'S Campground Directory is its rating system, and it is easy to use and understand.
There are two ratings possible at an RV park/campground: 10 lhrough 50 for facilities and 1~through 5~ for
recreation. The WOODALL name and our long-standing reputation lhroughout the RV/camping industry provide us
with our yearly challenge: to fairly and accurately assess each WOODALL listed {privately-owned) park, providing
campers and RVers with consistent, easy-to-understand listings and ratings.
As you read through this booklet, two main points will become clear; f1rst.. more ¢s do oot indicate a "better"
park. While one camper may choose to stay at only 4 or 5~ resons, another may not care for the extensive
development at these facilities, and may prefer the rustic feel of a 1~ or 20 park. Rustic, however, does not mean
diny or unmaintained. Cleanliness wi11 effect th'e ratings at all ti'mes and is a major consideration. Secondly, ratings
are a composite of eight different areas of interest at each campground or RV park-ratings are not assigned on one
area alone.
The WOODALL Rating System for Campgrounds and RV parks uses our "W" criteria. The'"<)" is WOODALL'S
copyrighted rating symbol. The criteria requirements and how WOODALL field representatives report them are
described in detail in this bookleL Woodall ratings are assigned to only those privately-owned parks which meet or
exceed WOODALL'S minimum rating requirements:
1) RestrOom facilities (unless for '"full hookup units only" or '"self-contained units only"}
2) Lighted area
3) Water available
4) Reasonable access for all units
5) Level area
6) Minimum of 10 sites available to overnighters for privately-owned RV parks; minimum of25 sites for
government parks.
The number of sites required may be waived if an ad is purchased. but all~ requirements must be meL A rating
cannot be assigned until the campground or RV park has been in operation a minimum of one year. A rating cannot
be assigned until the park has been inspected by a WOODALL Representative Team, and each privately-owned park
is visited each year.
WOODALL Representative Teams recommend ratings. The office assigns ratings. Therefore. no Rep Team can be
certain what a park's rating will be in the next Directory. If parlc owners/managers want or need to know what their
park's ratings wm be in the next directory, they should request the ratings from the WOODALL home office. (Ask
for Barbara Tmucci.)
A Rating Evaluation Sheet is supplied 10 the Rep Team to use in evaluation of each park (See example at the end
of this packet). The Evaluation Sheet is designed to allow the rep team to repon the inspection in a standardized
format consistent with the criteria. It is mandatory for the rep team to submit a detailed Evaluation Sheet for each
privately- owned campground and RV park which wiU be rated or deleted. The Evaluation Sheet is not required for
reporting RV Spaces, Nudist Parks. Planned Parks, Parks Under Construction, or Camp Resorts (Lots For Sale Only
or Membership Only parks), all of which are non-rated.
The Evaluation guides reps to the recommended WOODALL "0" rating and the maintenance evaluation. There
are 8 Areas of Interest ~ the recreation section at the lower portion of the Evaluation SheeL Across the top of the
sheet arc ""Delete" and five rating levels. The far right is the area for assigning lhe facilities maintenance judgments.
The··~" rating is recommended by the physical facilities present and the consttuction quality of those facilities.
WOODALL Rep Teams consider each Area of Interest and repon exactly what they see. We also ask for a
maintenance evaluation for each Area of Interest which is considered for the overall rating.
The office Rating Comminee reviews the rating recommendation. If the Rating Commiuee disagrees with the
recommendation, the Rep Team will be advised. The Rep Team must complete the form and make the rating

from lhe public road.
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8. Sen-ices
This includes an assessment of the registration area and the laundry.
1. Deleae
If there is no sysaem of registration whatsOever (not even a sign telling campers what to do). lhe park will
not be listed in WOODALL'S.
2. 1~
There must be some regisuation system-(self-service pennitted). Ir self-service, there must be a sign
ins1ructing campers what to do. Management may be never or rarely presenL
3. 2~
Management and supervision is required on at least a pan-time basis. When management is not available,
there should be a self-service system. A statement of when and where management can be found is posted.
4. 3~
~of the following is required at this level:
a. Management with Regular Office Hours.
Management need not be present every day. nor even the same hours e3ch day. Management must be
present during some ho~ on the majoriEy of days each week. Hours should be posted. When
management is not available, there should be a posted, self-service system.
b. Laundry.
Onsiae location; automatic washers and dryers; no ratio requirement; machines set outside wilh a
ceiling acceptable.

5.

4~

Th.is level requires both the management and the laundry as defaned under the 3~ rating level; except
laundry machines set outside with open air ceiling arc nm acceptable. If the park is locau:d in a metro area
with a commercial laundromat nearby, consideration may be given to waiving the laundry requirement at
the 4~ and 5~ levels. Reps must explain the siruation, but must not repon the offsite laundry in the
listing.
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6.

5~

AU of the following are required at this level:
a. Management with Posted. Daily Office Hours and a Separa1e Registration Building or Area.
Management is present aU day and into the evening every day; the park has a prominent. well-lighted
location swing hours the management is present Registration must be in a separate area or building
and area is to be used exclusively for registration and related functions. There is frequently an
aaendant or guard ahead of the registration area to direct campers.
b. Superior LaWldry.
Commercial qualiEy laundromat; emphasis on high quality construction; anractive exterior, vinyl
floors, interior walls paneled, tiled or epoxy painled; prefer ceiling tile or equivalent; interior and
exlerior fmish, attractiveness and serviceability are irnponant at the 5~ rating level; seamless
flooring, cmpeting or other EypeS of tile acceptable; fanished cathedral-type ceilings arc the only open
type ceilings acceptable at this level.
C. Restrooms
Parks which Accept Full Hookup Only (AFHO) and Accept Self-contained Units Only (ASCO) do not require
restroams. If restroams n !!Q! provided, the same rating level as given to hookups is assigned. If restrooms ~
provided the ratio requirements can be waived. but the construction finishing requirementS still apply for the
recommended rating level. Note: If ll()n-jlll.sh (pit. vault or c~mical) toil~ts are t~ Q1JJ:J. restroom faciliries
available, 1M highest possible facility rating for the park is a 2~./ffll!U. cold showers exist, the overall facility
rating cannot~ higher than a 2¢.
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Professional/Non Professional Fanish:
ln assigning rating levels for resttooms, WOODAU. defines professional and non-professional finish of the
facilities. To assess the rating level of the restrooms, reps must assign either pro or non-pro status to each of six
areas of the resuooms-floors, walls, ceilings, counters, showers and partitions. The foUowing are examples of

concrete block, Corian. The ceramic tile or quality equivalent must be installed on floors, showers
and walls (atleast4 feet up the walls); basins set in formica. Corian or cer:unic topped counters over
base cabinets which look durable and alllaCtive; superior ventilation and deodorizing required; tvilct.
shower partitions and doors are factory-buill and rmishcd; showers should include a sizable dressing
area with seat and clothing hooks; prefer a shower door between shower and dressing area; same
ratio requirement as for 4(> level resuooms.
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D. Sewage Disposal/Dump Station
If a park has all Full Hookup Sites or Accep~ Self-contained Units Only, a dump station is not required. 1:: :his
case, the same rating level as given 10 hookups is assigned. If a sewage disposal is prO\·ided, lhe higher rati!:g
level of either the dwnp station or hookups is assigned. Noce: If no sewage disposal method exists and the park
is not all Full Hookups or All Self-Contained Units Only, the highest facility rating aaainable for that park is
2<>.
I. I(>
No requiremenL
2. 2(>
Any type of dumping facility; may be a vacant sewer sice; may be a port:!ble facility such as a Honey
Wagon; reps do not list "sewage disposal" in the listing if the sewage disposal is a vacant sewer site.
3. 3<>
A good quality facility with concrete pad (no size requiremen~) which should be sloped toward a nu~h
inlet Some type of closure is required; a self-closing pedal-type, a screw-on type or any object placed over
the inlet to act as a closure. Flushing wacer should be available. Management provided pump-out servi:e
aa:eptablc.
4.
Minimum facility with concrete pad as described below: must have reasonable aa:ess. flushing water.
Regularly scheduJed daily management provided pump out service is an acceptable substitule.
a. 4' x 6' concrete pad sloped 10 a flush inlet
b. inlet covered by a self-closing, gas-tight cover
c. flushing water available
d. if drinking water is available, it must be at least 30 feet from the dumping sution

4<>
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5.

5~

Minimum facility with concrelC pad as described above. Pump out service is r.ot acceptable at this rating
level; must have easy aa:ess location; must be clearly signed. (See Figure 1 on next page for illustration of
a dump station with self-closing cap.)

E. Sites
Includes an assessment of the picnic rabies or patios, the trash removal system and the shade, plantings and
landscaping. At any rating level all parks should have some son of trash collection system. Cenually located
dwnpscers, barrels, bags provided by management. any type of trash collection system. SiteS must be of
reasonable size for intended use.
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1.1¢
Some siteS (less than 10%) should be reasonably level and usually well-drained. This means not more than
4" is required for leveling at any angle. Some sites should have at least 1 of tbe following:
a. Picnic Table or Patio.
Picnic table may be or any commercial or home-built table; may be wood. mew, fiberglass; patio is
any size area with swface preparation of concrete, wood (such as a wooden deck), or asphalt.
b. Shade/Plantings/Landscaping.
May be natural such as some siteS shaded by large trees; trees and shrubs may have been obviously
planted by someone; artifiCial shade may be provided by manmade shellCI"S or roofs.
2. 2<>
10% of the sites must be level. weU~ed and have reasonable access. Reasonable access means some
minor difficulties may be expected by an RVer of average capabilities while positioning himself on his
site. 10% must have both of the following:

a. Picnic Table or Patio.
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b. Shade/Plantings/Landscaping.

3.

3~

25% of the sites must be level, well-drained with good access. Good access means vinually no difficulties
may be expected by an RVer of average capabilities. 25% of the sites must have both of the following:
a. Picnic Table or Patio.
b. Shade/Plantings/Landscaping.

4.

4~

SO% of the sites must be level, well-drairied wilh easy access. Easy access means no difficuhies will be
encountered by an RVer of average capabilities, or management assistance will be available. 50% of the
sites must aJso have all of the following:
a. Surface Preparation.
Surface preparation means something has been done to the site to prepare it for RV or tent use. This
could·include leveling, shaping, planting grass, adding stone or gravel (including finely crushed
stone or gravel or finely crushed seashells). grading, ftJiing and any type of surfacing. The type of
surface preparation varies with the territory. For example, in a grassy RV park in Ohio, the mere
existence of grass does not mean swface preparation. However, a desert parlc in Arizona may have
planted grass on lhe sites to prepare them and therefore the sites would be considered as having
surface preparation.
b. Picnic Tables or Patio.
c. Shade/Plantings/Landscaping.

5.

5~

75% of lhe sites must:
a. Be Level and Well·Drained.
b. Have Easy Access.
c. Have Picnic Table or Patio.
d. Have Shade/Plantings/Landscaping.
In addition to the above requirements, all sites must have surface preparation as defined above at the 40
rating level.
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F. Hookups
It is WOODALL'S policy to list and consider for rating only the amperage for which lhe electrical receptacle is
designed and Underwriters Laboratories (Ul..) rated. After the park management has 10ld the Rep Team what
amperage is available, it is lhe team's responsibility to verify the recepLacle design by visual inspection. It is
easy to recognize lhe amperage design of the outlet by looking at iL Here's a quick reference for recognizing
hookup design:

®®@®
IS amp

20amp

30amp

SO amp

I. Delete

If some electrical hookups are dangerously installed or if some wau:r hookups appear unsanitary, that is
reason enough to delete the park's listing. If most hookups are inoperable, that also is enough reason to
delete the listing. Also. the parlc will be deleted if no water is available.
Note: If sites for tents only, disregard lhose siteS for lhe pwpose of detennining the hookup rating.

2.
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1~

Adequate water taps are placed at certain locations throughout the park so campers will not have to haul
water an unreasonable distance.

3.

2~

25% of the sites must have elecuic hookups; adequate water taps are required (individual water hookups
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mainuined paths, fencing. a gazebo. a dccorath·e bridge, flower beds, shrubbery, hedging. plantings to
conceal a storage area or dumpster. signage. kiosks. curbing, etc.
4. 3(>
Requires Grounrls Development as described at the 2<) rating level plus lighting at registration and
res1rooms.

5. 4(>
Requires Grounds Development as described at the 2<) rating level. plus Lighting required at registr.ltion,
restroorns. and camping areas.
6. 5<)
Requires Extensive Grounds Development plus lighting at registration. restrooms. camping areas, and
some activity areas. The word "extensh·e" relares to the degree of Development that exists in the
"common grounds" referred to above. An abundance of the possible items desaibed earlier as Grounds
Development eltists. Common areas throughout the park have a high le\·el of development. "Extensive"
effort has been put into beautification of these areas.
D. 1\'lAISn:."\A.'\CE
The maintenance for each Area of Interest is considered independent of the other Areas of Interest. Reps wiU
detennine the maintenance level after inspecting each area of interesL This is done as the Reps inspect each area.
not at the end of the inspection. The number is circled at the far right of the E\-a!uation sbeeL You will notice all
nwnbers for maintenance judgments are 1 through 5 except for Restrooms. Restroom maintenance carries values
of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10. These number are weighted because the most often occuning complaint voiced by
campers/RVers is "dirty resuooms." Here the number 2 =I<) maintenance, 4 = 2<), 6 = 30. 8 = 4<) and 10
SQ. Definitions of the different levels of maintenance follow below.

=
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A. Maintenance Lenl Definitions
1. Delete (Unacceptable)
Evidence of no maintenance; dangerous; unsanitary; too rough; filthy; inoperable; broken; clunen:d;
uncared for, potential for health problems- i.e.• unsafe and/or unhealthy.
2. 1<) (Minimal)
E'idence of minimLJ/ maintenance {seems to be random in nature}; old problems; some time exists since
this area bas had anention; some clutter acceptable; needs anention; not very clean; no regularly scheduled
maintenance.
3. 2<) (Fair)
Evidence of sporadic maintenance; some old. some new problems; mixture of maintenance conditions may
exist with some newer problems; basically uncluttered.
4. 3~ (Good)
E\idence of regularly scheduled maintenance; newer problems; conditions needing maintenance appear to
have occurred since the last regular maintenance, generaUy clean and neat; very few problems; facilities in
very good working order.
5. 4~ (Very Good)
E\idence of almost constant maintenance; main1enance done as needed as management becomes aware of
problems; litter non-existent; extremely near and clean; very few problems (new, if any); facilities in very
good working order.
6. 5<) (Superior)
E\idence of constant maintenance; maintenance personnel respond immediately to any maintenance
problems; impeccably maintained; full-time maintenance staff; flawless grounds and landscaping; no
difference in maintenance during busy or holiday seasons; all facilities in perfect working condition.

B. Examples
The following are examples of maintenance at the \-arious levels:
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6. OvernJI Maintenance
Delete -No maintenance is evident.
1¢- Some maintenance exislS, but basic maintenance is overdue; occurs only when it must be done.
2¢' -Maintenance evident but somewhat random.
3¢-- Regularly scheduled maintenance.
4¢' -Maintenance performed often as needed.
50 - Conslallt and preventive maintenance.

·RECOMMENDING THE FACO..ITIES RAtiNG
After looking at all the Areas of Interest forming the facilities of the park. all the numbers written in the "Total"
column are added up. This total is written at the bottom, to the left of "Facilities Totals." Then, all the maintenance
figures are added up and written to the right of ''Facilities Totals." Below eacb total, the appropriate rating level that
the total falls into is circled.
Maintenance does not determine the rating upward, only downward. For example. if the Area of Interest total is 38
(3¢) and lhe Maintenance total is 40 (4¢'), the Facility rating would be a 3¢'. However, if the Maintenance total is
22 (2¢). then the Facility rating would be a 2~. Tbe lower of the two numbers is always used for the Facility rating.
If a park's rating is lowered due to maintenance. WOODALL representatives complete a Ratings Substantiation Sheet
explaining the conditions at the park that prompted the lower recommended rating.
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Exceptions
Regardless of the point total for the Facility rating of a given park. the following limiting factors must be
considered. These factors do not apply to Full Hookup Only or Self-Contained Only locations.
l. If pit/chemical or vault toilets are the only restroom facilities, the highest facility rating attainable for that park
is2Q.
2. If no sewage disposal method exists and the park is not limited to accepting FHO or SCO, the highest facility
rating attainable for that park is 2().
3. If QDh cold showers exist. the overall rating cannot be higher than a 20. (Hot showers are required at the 3~.
40 & 5¢ levels.)

RECREATION
Recreation and its maintenance are considered separately from the facilities. All recreation must be circled in the
Recreation area of the evaluation sheet and evaluated as a major (M), minor (MN) or no count (NC). All recreation
listed by WOODALL is printed on the evaluation sheet There is also lTC (In This Case), wbicb can be circled along
with M or MN or NC wben the rating level recommended is not the norm. For example: Volleyball is usually a
minor (MN); however, if it is a regulation sand court. it could be rated major (M)
lTC, meaning: In This Case,
volleyball is a major recreation at this park.

mm
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I. MAJOR, MISo~ No COUNTS
A. General Guidelines
It is up to the WOODALL Rep Team to determine which of the recreation items are major and which are
minor. Quality, investment. quantity and size are all factors in determining major or minor recreation. The
amount of recreation in relation to the size of the RV park must also be a consideration. For example, 3 bike
rentals could be a major recreation at a park of 25 sites. However, it would be a minor at a park of 400 sites.
Fishing on a sizeable lake is usually a major recreation. But if the park bas only a small pond for fishing by
children, this type of fishing would be classified as a minor recreation. If bike or boat rentals include a large
number of rentals in proportion to the park's size, they may be considered major recreations.
The amount of usage is considered, but it is not the only determining factor. One shuffleboard court in
a 100 site park would probably get a lot of usage. This does not make it a major recreation item. A major
item is able to entertain a large number of people at one time.
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8. Definitions
1. Rcc Hall
A separate, enclosed building dedicated solely to recreation. The purpose of the recreation halt is to
provide a definite area for recrc:o~tional pursuilS, rainy day activities and recreation programs. Therefore, it
must be of adequate size and quality with a variety of equipment appropriate to lhe size of the park and the
rating level being considered. The Rec Hall must be accessible during normal business hours. as well as
reasonable evening hours. If it is kept Joclccd or is available onJy 10 groups or is used only on special
occasions, the rec hall is not listable and lherefore is not considered an available facility for criteria
requirements. Here is a list of typical equipment found in a rec hall or rec room:
TV, Coin-op Games, Pool Table, Ping Pong Table, Juke Box,
Piano/Organ, Card or Game Tables with Chails, Kitchen.
These items are used to determine the rating of the rcc haU-d!cy should not be listed and rated separntely.
2. RccRoom
A room (nm a separate building) devoted 10 active recreation (pool tables, table tennis, coin-op games,
juke box, etc.)
3. Rcc.Area
An·indoor area in conjunction with a store, laundry, office, etc. Not a whole room devoted solely to
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n:aeation.
4. Pavilion
Has a roof and floor but is not completely enclosed. May have some rec equipmenL
S. Equipped Pavilion
Same as Pavilion, except it will have a variety of 4 equipment items.
6. Playground
Must be commercial &/or durable quality. Also, there should be a variety of 3 pieces of equipment
(swings, merry-go-round, slide, climbing tubes, jungle gym, sand box, eu:.) OR extensive quantity of any
one particular type of playground equipment such as 3 large commercial-quality swingsets.
7. Play Equipment
Anything less lhan lhe requirement for Playground. This can be equipment of lesser quality (discount store
type); OR equipment of commercial quality, but not meeting the quantity requirement swed above for
Playground.
8. Sports Field
If an area of the park is provided and is large enough for playing sports such as football, soccer, softball.
frisbee,
it will be given a Minor credit toward the rcaeation rating. If the park owner has erected or
provides equipment such as goal posts, bases, backstop, etc., the Sports Field wiU be given a Major credit
toward the recreation rating.
9. Local Tours
H a tour originates at a campgroWld and is scheduled at/east once a week, it will be given a Major credit
toward the ~on rating. H the tour occurs less freqUI!IJtly lhan once a week, it won't be listed but will
be given a Minor credit tawanl lhe recreation rating.

etc.

C. Special Situations
1. Winter Sports

WOODALL listings do not include winter spans; however, we do allow credit toward the recreation rating
for winter sports, such as snowmobile trails and cross-country skiing. WOODALL representatives
detennine the major or minor status of these sports. Is the park located in a popular winter sports area?
Does it offer a store with rental equipment? IUe there instructors 10 teach the spon? A1e lhe ski or
snowmobile trails marked and/or lighted? These factors are considered in assigning either major or minor
aediL
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2. Planned Group Activities
Some reaeationa1 items arc not listed individually but fall Wlder the category ..Planned Group Activities"
(PGA). The amount and variety of these activities detennine whether planned group activities is rated
major or minor. They should not be listed separately. At a park where planned group activities arc~
extensive and popular and there is at least one full-time recreation director, Reps may consider allowing 2
major recreation credits for the planned group activities. Activity programs must be well-documented in

